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Two-dimensional materials such as graphene offer fundamentally transformative opportunities in mem-

brane separations and as impermeable barriers, but the lack of facile methods to assess and control its

‘impermeability’ critically limits progress. Here we show that a simple etch of the growth catalyst (Cu)

through defects in monolayer graphene synthesized by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) can be used to

effectively assess graphene quality for membrane/barrier applications. Using feedback from the method

to tune synthesis, we realize graphene with nearly no nanometer-scale defects as assessed by diffusion

measurements, in contrast to commercially available graphene that is largely optimized for electronic

applications. Interestingly, we observe clear evidence of leakage through larger defects associated with

wrinkles in graphene, which are selectively sealed to realize centimeter-scale atomically thin barriers

exhibiting <2% mass transport compared to the graphene support. Our work provides a facile method to

assess and control the ‘impermeability’ of graphene and shows that future work should be directed

towards the control of leakage associated with wrinkles.

Introduction

Atomically thin (2D) materials such as graphene have recently
attracted significant research interest as ultrathin barriers for
mass transport1–3 and as gas/liquid separation membranes for
materials/chemical processing, sensing, fuel cells, desalina-
tion, carbon capture and storage and dialysis.4–8,51 Graphene
exhibits a theoretical minimum material thickness of
∼0.34 nm, which, combined with chemical resistance, high
mechanical strength (∼42 N m−1, 130 GPa), Young’s modulus
(∼1 TPa) and the ability to sustain nanometer sized pores,
offers the possibility of creating new kinds of membrane with
transformative improvements in permeance, selectivity and
robustness.9,10 The space between the six sp2 bonded carbon
atoms in the hexagonal graphene lattice is too small for trans-
port of even the smallest of gas molecules such as He (van der

Waals radius ∼0.28 nm) or H2 (∼0.314 nm), thereby making
graphene an ideal barrier material.1–3 Experimental obser-
vations have shown that pristine flakes of graphene, exfoliated
from graphite, are indeed impermeable to He but allow trans-
port of protons.1,3 However, exfoliation is inherently unsuit-
able for membrane and barrier applications that require large-
area synthesis.

While several methods for the synthesis of 2D materials
exist, chemical vapor deposition (CVD) has emerged as one of
the most preferable routes for scalable, cost effective, high-
quality material synthesis.11–13 However, to this date the
quality of CVD graphene and other 2D materials has largely
been optimized for electronic applications.14–16 The quality
requirements for membrane and mass transport barrier appli-
cations tend to be different, and significantly more stringent
in some respects. For example, sparse multiple-atom vacancy
defects may significantly compromise the barrier properties of
graphene (by leakages that heavily compromise selectivity), but
may remain un-detected in most electronic applications.
Although CVD graphene is inherently polycrystalline, with
grain boundaries17,18 that are detrimental for charge transport
in electronic applications,19–21 little is known about the origin,
aggregation and subsequent manifestation of defects with
regard to membrane and barrier applications.22–24 The large
parameter space11 in the synthesis of CVD graphene, the lack
of a suitable quality metric for “membrane/barrier quality
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graphene” (i.e. the lack of a simple technique to probe nano-
meter sized pores over a large area), and few studies using
large area membranes/barriers have acutely limited its pro-
gress in this field.5–8,16,25–33

Here, we report on the quantitative investigation and
development of a simple, cost effective and rapid characteriz-
ation technique based on a facile etch of the growth catalyst
(Cu) to assess the quality of CVD graphene for membrane and
barrier applications. Using this simple technique, we rapidly
screened the parameters for CVD synthesis of graphene and
converged on optimum synthesis conditions for “barrier/
membrane quality graphene” that is devoid of sub-nanometer
to nanometer-scale defects, except at wrinkles. Finally, we
showed that the etch test can account for experimentally
measured transport properties of graphene membranes, and
that defects at wrinkles can be sealed to obtain centimeter-
scale single-layer graphene with excellent barrier properties.

Results and discussion
Acid etch of the growth catalyst

The etch test relies on the selective etching of copper in areas
underneath defects in CVD graphene to form etch pits when
an acid droplet is placed on monolayer graphene grown on
copper (see Fig. 1A, S6C†). Since the resulting etch pits can be
much larger than the corresponding defects, the etching
process effectively amplifies the defects in graphene.16 The
etch pits can be easily imaged with a scanning electron micro-
scope (SEM)5,26 and quantified for etch pit area/density,
thereby providing a basis for qualitative and quantitative com-
parison across different samples obtained by changing the
CVD processing conditions. The method requires little sample
preparation and is quick and easy to perform, enabling a facile
analysis.

To study the evolution of etch pits with time, we exposed gra-
phene to iron chloride (FeCl3) etch for 5, 30 and 60 s respect-
ively. SEM imaging reveals a clear increase in the size of defects
with increasing etch time (Fig. 1B–D), which is also reflected in
the etch pit size distribution (Fig. 1E–G). However, with increas-
ing size the coalescence of etch pits leads to a decrease in
average etch pit density from 0.0225 to 0.0098 μm−2 (Fig. 1H).
Similar etch pit densities and increase in the etch pit size are
also seen for an etch test with a different etchant, ammonium
persulfate (APS, see Fig. S1†), indicating the consistency of the
results irrespective of the etchant.

If we hypothesize that etching is limited by mass transport
through the graphene defects, then a scaling law relating the
etch pit area (observable in SEM) with time should hold.
Assuming that the graphene remains intact during the etch
test, the dissolved Cu2+ ions must exit through the defect as
the etch pit grows. If the etch pit is much larger than the
defect, for both diffusion-driven and electric field-driven trans-
port, we can expect the rate of efflux of Cu2+ to be limited by
the defect size, provided that dissolution of copper at the
copper/solution interface is not a limiting factor. In the

absence of nonlinear electrokinetic effects, we therefore expect
the rate of efflux of Cu2+ ions to scale with the defect size Rd.
Furthermore, the volumetric rate of growth of the etch pit is
directly proportional to the rate of efflux of Cu2+ ions.
Assuming that the etch pit grows to a size Rc in time t, this
simple model predicts the scaling Rc ∝ (Rdt )

1/3 (see Fig. 1I).
The model also predicts that the etch pit area should scale as
Rc

2 ∝ (Rdt )
2/3. Furthermore, the model predicts only a weak

scaling of the etch pit size (Rc) with the defect size (Rd), Rc ∝
(Rd)

1/3, which enables a large range of defect sizes to be
probed. This weak scaling is critical to the practical utility of
the test by enabling simultaneous analysis of small and large
defects in graphene.

The etch pit area, as measured by SEM, indeed shows the
expected power law dependence on etch time for both FeCl3
and APS, with exponents of 0.6 and 0.75 respectively, com-
pared to the theoretically predicted exponent of 2/3 (i.e., 0.67)
(Fig. 1J). These observations indicate that the scaling law
holds, supporting our hypothesis that defects are a limiting
factor in the growth of the etch pits, but only as far as the etch
pits do not overlap.

However, we also find that there is an uneven distribution
of etch pit sizes, so the scaling mechanism is not entirely valid
for all defect sizes. Specifically, we find that the etch pit size
distribution has two peaks for the FeCl3 etchant, but only a
single peak for the APS etchant. Such deviations from the
model suggest the involvement of additional mechanisms con-
sistent with differences seen in the etch pit size distribution
and coalescence (Fig. 1E–G, S1D–F†) and density (Fig. 1H). We
hypothesize that the uneven distribution could arise from the
limited potential generated by the etchants i.e. the larger pits
determine the electric potential of copper, leading to slower
growth of smaller pits and suppression of nucleation of pits
under small defects, since the etching and potential of copper
are influenced by the concentration of Cu2+ in solution.34,35

Taken together, these observations indicate that while the acid
etch test is qualitatively useful,16 caution should be used in
applying it as a quantitative metric. Finally, we note from
Fig. 1B–D, S1A–C† that the etch pits appear to line up along
macroscopic patterns similar to wrinkles typically seen in CVD
graphene on Cu.11

Electrochemical etch of the growth catalyst

The acid etch test method described above leaves open the
possibility that the formation of etch pits underneath very
small defects does not occur in the presence of large defects
due to insufficient driving potential for their nucleation and
growth. To minimize the possibility of such effects, we per-
formed an electrochemical etch test using an externally
imposed potential on the graphene-on-copper samples. Such
an experiment ensures that the applied potential is available
across the entire surface of the sample, which should theoreti-
cally allow for the growth of both smaller and larger etch pits
underneath smaller and larger defects in graphene, respectively.
This test was performed by applying a potential difference
across graphene on Cu foil as the cathode and a significantly
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larger Cu foil as the anode, in 0.5 M copper sulfate solution
(see Fig. 2A, B and G). The applied potential difference of 1 V
reflects a balance in providing sufficient energy for dissolution
of copper, but without causing damage to graphene (see
Fig. S2E–G†).34–38

To estimate the minimum size of defects in graphene detect-
able using this method, we use classical nucleation theory to

calculate the free energy change involved in creating a new
hemispherical etch pit with radius r.

ΔG ¼ � 2
3
πr3Δg þ πr2γ ð1Þ

Where ΔG is the Gibbs free energy involved in the pit for-
mation, Δg is the free energy change for dissolving a unit

Fig. 1 Acid etch of the growth catalyst as a method to evaluate the quality of graphene for membrane applications and the corresponding scaling
model. (A) Schematic illustration of the acid etch process for CVD graphene on Cu foil. SEM images showing the etch pits formed after iron chloride
(FeCl3, 0.1 M in water) etch for (B) 5 s, (C) 30 s, (D) 60 s and corresponding size distributions E—G, respectively. The density values are averaged over
several representative images. In (B) the etch pits seem to align along features similar to wrinkles seen on graphene on Cu foil. (H) Etch pit density
for FeCl3 (red) and APS (blue) as a function of etch time. The density values are averaged over several representative images. Error bars indicate one
standard deviation. (I) Scaling model for etch pit formation. (J) % area etched by FeCl3 (red) and APS (blue) as a function of etch time. Error bars indi-
cate one standard deviation.
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volume of copper, and γ is the Cu/solution surface tension. In
an acidic environment of 0.5 M CuSO4 even a potential differ-
ence of ∼100 mV readily forms Cu2+ from Cu while the poten-
tial difference in our experiments is 1 V.37,38 At equilibrium
(0 V applied potential), Δg = 0 and the energy required to
create an etch pit is determined by the surface tension. When
a potential is applied, the free energy per unit volume

Δg ¼ ΔVne
ϑ

favors pit formation on the cathode. Here, ΔV is

the applied potential difference, n = 2 is the ion valence,
e ∼1.6 × 10−19 C is the electron charge, and ϑ ∼1.18 × 10−29 m3

is the atomic volume of Cu. Assuming a surface tension of
Cu (∼1.1 N m−1)39,40 as a rough upper bound value of γ and
equating the free energy of formation of the etch pit ΔG =

0 gives a critical etch pit size rc ¼ 0:61� 10�10

ΔV
m. The defect

size in graphene determines the length scale for nucleation of

the etch pit, which leads to the result rc � Rd � 0:61� 10�10

ΔV
m.

Assuming that the potential drop across the graphene-covered
Cu is 0.5 V, we calculate rc = 0.12 nm, which gives a lower
bound of ∼0.3 nm for defect sizes in graphene that can be
probed with the electrochemical etch. This estimate assumes
that the Cu2+ concentration in the vicinity of the etch pit is the
same as that in a bulk solution, which is not strictly true due to
the build-up of Cu2+ released from the etched pits. However, the
short duration of the etch test (∼1 s) mitigates this effect. Since
Cu2+ ions must leave through the defect in graphene, the lower
bound of detectable defects is practically limited by the size of a
hydrated Cu2+ ion (∼0.6–0.7 nm).41

For comparison, we also performed the acid etch test with
FeCl3 on an identical graphene on Cu (see Fig. 2C, D and F,

Fig. 2 Electrochemical etch test for controlled driving potential. (A) Size distribution and (B) SEM images for electrochemical etch compared with
30 s FeCl3 etch (C and D) on graphene on Cu. The 1 V, t = 1 s electrochemical etch in 0.5 M CuSO4 solution shows a significantly higher average
density of etch pits (∼0.0336 μm−2) compared to FeCl3 (∼0.0148 μm−2). The size of the etch pits is also smaller in the electrochemical etch. (E and F)
Show etch pits aligning up along wrinkles in the graphene on Cu for both the electrochemical and acid etch respectively. (G) Schematic of electro-
chemical etch. (H) % area etched as a function of etch pit density for acid etch with 30 s 0.1 M FeCl3 and electrochemical etch 1 V, t = 1 s for high
(∼1050 °C) and low (∼900 °C) quality graphene.
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same CVD growth run and less than 5 mm away from the electro-
chemical etch sample). The SEM image and corresponding size
distributions of etch pits presented in Fig. 2 indeed show a
higher etch pit density for electrochemical etch (0.0336 µm−2

compared to 0.0148 µm−2) than 30 s acid etch with FeCl3.
Furthermore, the etch pit size distribution in the electrochemical
etch is unimodal, which indicates that a uniform potential
applied to the entire surface of graphene is able to overcome the
potential-induced limitations seen in the acid etch test (Fig. 1E–
G). Similar observations are also made for graphene grown at a
lower temperature ∼900 °C (see Fig. S2,† and Fig. 2H). We
emphasize that irrespective of the kind of etch used, the etch
pits align along wrinkles in CVD graphene on Cu (see Fig. 2E
and F).

The quantitative analytical framework developed here is a
significant advance over prior qualitative analysis of acid etch
methods.5,16,42 In addition, we find that both FeCl3 and
electrochemical etch tests can be performed on samples that
are oxidized by exposure to the atmosphere,43 in contrast to
APS that is useful only for newly synthesized samples (see
Fig. S3†). Furthermore, the free energy estimates suggest that
the electrochemical etch is capable of detecting defects down
to ∼1 nm in size, below which the defects can present a
barrier to the transport of the Cu2+ ions. Both tests reveal an
interesting co-localization of defects along wrinkles, which we
discuss later. The acid etch test is simpler to implement, and
given the qualitative similarity between the two tests, we used
the acid etch test for screening graphene quality.

Identifying relevant CVD parameters for “barrier/membrane
quality graphene”

The ability to easily test the ‘impermeability’ of synthesized
graphene opens the possibility of tuning the graphene syn-
thesis process specifically to improve the ‘barrier’ quality of
graphene. We adapted well-known aspects of graphene growth
in the CVD literature,11,12 in combination with rapid feedback
from the etch test, to navigate the large parameter space for
CVD of graphene on Cu and identified favorable synthesis con-
ditions for large area ‘barrier/membrane quality graphene’.

We initially focused on mitigating relatively large (visible in
SEM) defects and holes in graphene. After a typical graphene
growth process on Cu, bright particles (most likely SiO2) which
lead to holes in the graphene film11,44 are observed on the side
of the copper foil in contact with the quartz tube (see Fig. S4†).
The side facing away from the quartz tube does not contain
these particles and is hence used for all the experiments
reported here.

Next, we explored the possibility of exploiting the graphene
growth mechanism to selectively seal defective regions in
monolayer graphene by increasing the carbon chemical poten-
tial (by increasing methane flow/supply) to spur the growth of
an additional layer of graphene underneath defects. The
quality of the resulting graphene was assessed using the acid
etch test. The SEM images of CVD graphene on Cu using one-
and two-step growth at 1000 °C after acid etch with 0.1 M APS
for 10 min (Fig. S5A and B†) show a reduced etch pit density

and etched area for the two-step growth compared to the one-
step growth. The one-step growth is comparable to commer-
cially available graphene (see Fig. S6†). For the two-step growth
we observe nucleation of the 2nd layer of graphene underneath
the 1st layer in contact with the Cu catalyst45,46 and several
such 2nd layer graphene nuclei are seen in close proximity to
wrinkles (see Fig. S5C†). We note here that the nucleation of a
2nd layer at the interface between the first graphene layer and
the catalyst requires carbon atoms to reach the catalyst
surface.45 We propose that domain boundaries, wrinkles and
other defects in the 1st layer offer leakage pathways for the
gaseous hydrocarbon to diffuse to the catalyst, dissociate and
finally nucleate graphene as shown in the schematic in
Fig. S5D.†11 In particular, the observation of 2nd layer nuclei
along wrinkles is consistent with the propensity of etch pits to
line up along wrinkles in the etch test, although the reason for
this association is unclear since wrinkles are formed during
the cooling phase of CVD. Nevertheless, the etch test results
indicate that this CVD growth method potentially allows selec-
tive plugging of some leakages in the 1st layer by the nuclea-
tion of another layer underneath.45

Graphene synthesis for membrane and barrier applications
requires uniformity over a large area. However, the growth cata-
lysts, i.e. commercially available Cu foils, are inherently poly-
crystalline with several grain orientations which contribute to
different graphene growth properties, and obtaining single
crystalline foils in a scalable and cost effective manner
remains non-trivial. Here, we use electron back scattered dif-
fraction (EBSD) maps to study the catalyst crystallography after
graphene synthesis (Fig. S5E, F and S7†) for electro-deposited
and cold rolled foils. We find that cold rolled Cu foils show
relatively more uniform grain orientations (majority closer to
the 100 plane) over a large area compared to an electro-
deposited Cu foil (large proportion closer to the 111 plane but
several other orientations are also seen) under the graphene
synthesis conditions reported here. We also observe variations
in etch pit densities with Cu crystallographic orientations (see
Fig. S7F and G†), which suggests that different crystallographic
orientations of the Cu catalyst tend to have different levels of
defects. We note that we cannot rule out the possibility that
this behavior arises due to the differences in the etching rates
of different crystallographic orientations. The lack of a reliable
method to precisely control the catalyst crystallography during
CVD or cost-effective, scalable method to synthesize single
crystals of Cu suggests that cold rolled foils that form uni-
formly oriented grains of Cu are more suitable for graphene
synthesis for large area membrane and barrier applications to
ensure uniformity in graphene quality.

Having addressed the larger holes, partial sealing of defec-
tive regions in graphene and large scale catalyst uniformity, we
now focus on the intrinsic crystallographic quality of the indi-
vidual graphene domains (>20 μm) that form the monolayer.
A key parameter in the synthesis of graphene is the temperature
of synthesis; a higher temperature is expected to facilitate
annealing of defects and enable the synthesis of higher quality
graphene, but is limited to ∼1050 °C due to melting of Cu
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at higher temperatures under low pressure conditions.
Fig. S5H and I† show the SEM images of graphene on Cu syn-
thesized using the two-step growth at two different extremes of
growth temperatures (900 °C and 1050 °C) after the FeCl3 etch
test for 30 s. The etch test for graphene grown at 900 °C shows
a distinctly higher density of etch pits (Fig. S2, S5H† and
Fig. 2H) in comparison with graphene grown at 1050 °C
(Fig. S5I†). The Raman spectra also show an increased D peak
for the graphene grown at 900 °C (Fig. S5G†) compared to gra-
phene grown at 1050 °C, indicating the presence of more
defects and dangling bonds. These observations indicate that
the temperature of the CVD process is an important parameter
that influences the crystallographic quality and defect density
in graphene (see Fig. 2H).11 Here, we note that commercially
available graphene, optimized for electronic applications (see
Fig. S6B†) also shows a Raman spectrum with a negligible D
peak, but with a higher density of etch pits (Fig. S6A and S5A,
B†). This illustrates that the acid etch/electrochemical etch
tests designed to probe the impermeability of graphene do not
necessarily correlate with Raman spectroscopy, and are poten-
tially more relevant to membrane and barrier applications.

Transport measurements across large area atomically thin
membranes

To assess whether the etch test accurately reflects the extent to
which the graphene is a good barrier to mass transport, we
performed transport measurements across the optimized
“barrier/membrane quality graphene”. For this purpose, we
transferred 1 × 1 cm2 graphene to a polycarbonate track etch
membrane (PCTEM) support with ∼200 nm pores (see Fig. 3A).
We emphasize that our transfer technique is polymer free,
which is crucial to minimize residues on graphene47 that can
negatively influence transport measurements by potentially
blocking transport across defects. The SEM images (Fig. 3D–F)
of the graphene transferred on to PCTEM show graphene-
covered PCTEM pores (dark circular features ∼200 nm), wrin-
kles (yellow arrows), tears introduced during transfer (red
arrows) and a small fraction of open PCTEM pores (bright cir-
cular features ∼200 nm) without graphene. We identify wrin-
kles as features with a line-like morphology (also see similar
features on graphene on Cu11 see Fig. S5C†) that show slightly
higher contrast compared to graphene.32 Tears appear as
either visible holes in the graphene (see Fig. 3F) or bright
areas of PCTE (see Fig. 3H–J) which are charged during
imaging due to the absence of the conductive graphene on it.

Initially we measure the fraction of PCTEM covered by gra-
phene by comparing the pressure-driven ethanol flow through
the PCTEM + graphene and a bare PCTEM membrane using a
customized diffusion cell (Fig. 3B). Here, graphene-covered
PCTEM pores will offer resistance to ethanol transport while
open pores will readily allow transport. A normalized ethanol
flux of ∼20% (see Fig. 3C, graphene + PCTEM) indicates a gra-
phene coverage of ∼80%, in good agreement with the SEM
images and typical coverages of 60–80% obtained for direct
polymer-free transfer methods.5

We then measured diffusion of KCl (K+ and Cl− ∼0.66 nm)
and Allura Red dye (∼1 nm) in 0.5 M KCl. Allura Red has two
negative charges and is sufficiently large that a defect in
graphene that permits its passage will also permit transport
of Cu2+. Therefore, we expected that the etch test should
accurately capture the transport of Allura Red. KCl may
pass through defects that are sufficiently small (<1 nm) to
present a barrier to Cu2+ transport, and hence may or may not
agree with the etch test. However, given the propensity of
defects in CVD graphene to exhibit a distribution of sizes
down to <1 nm with an approximately exponential distribution
of defect sizes5,7 (i.e., with a greater frequency of smaller pores
and rare occurrence of larger pores), we expected to see differ-
ences in KCl and Allura Red transport in the presence of such
defects due to the smaller size of K+ and Cl− ions and weaker
electrostatic repulsion due to their monovalent charge.48

Specifically, we compared the diffusive fluxes of KCl and Allura
Red as normalized by the flux through PCTEM without
graphene.

We find that, for the optimized graphene, the normalized
diffusive fluxes measured for KCl (∼50%) and Allura Red
(∼51%) are very similar (Fig. 3C, graphene + PCTEM), indicat-
ing the absence of sub-nanometer to nanometer-scale defects
(∼0.66–4 nm). We emphasize that commercial graphene with
the Raman spectrum (Fig. S6B,† negligible D peak) similar to
the optimized “membrane/barrier quality graphene”
(Fig. S5G,† negligible D peak) shows distinctly different nor-
malized diffusive fluxes for KCl (∼62%) and Allura Red (∼42%)
indicating the presence of sub-nanometer to nanometer sized
defects (see Fig. 3C, commercial graphene + PCTEM). We note
here that Raman spectroscopy alone is ineffective at capturing
quality information for graphene over a large area for mem-
brane and barrier applications.

Although similar normalized fluxes for KCl and Allura Red
indicate the absence of sub-nanometer and nanometer-scale
pores, it does not rule out the presence of larger defects.
However, if graphene were completely defect-free, we would
expect the normalized transport rate of a pressure-driven
ethanol flow to be equal to the diffusion-driven flow of KCl
and Allura Red. Taking into account that (i) diffusive flow
scales as D2/L, (ii) pressure-driven flow rate scales as D4/L (L is
the pore length ∼10 μm and D is the pore diameter ∼200 nm
for a cylindrical PCTEM pore5), (iii) the resistance offered by
graphene pores to pressure-driven flow scales as Dp

3 (Dp is the
pore diameter) and (iv) the diffusion-driven flow across gra-
phene pores scales as Dp, we estimate that graphene defects
∼50 nm or ∼4 nm would reduce the pressure-driven and
diffusion-driven flow, respectively, by half compared to an
open PCTEM pore.24 The discrepancy between normalized
pressure and diffusion driven fluxes (see Fig. 3C, graphene +
PCTEM) indicates the presence of defects <50 nm that offer
different resistances to the diffusive transport and pressure
driven flow.

High resolution SEM imaging indeed confirms the presence
of such defects (<50 nm, see Fig. 3E and F) seen primarily
along wrinkles in the graphene, and consistent with obser-
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Fig. 3 Pressure differential to selectively damage wrinkles. (A) Optical image of large area graphene transferred onto the polycarbonate
track (200 nm pore) etched membrane (PCTEM) support. The dark square at the center is graphene. (B) Schematic of the measurement setup that
allows for both pressure driven and diffusion driven flow to be measured on the same membrane area. (C) Flux across graphene + PCTEM normal-
ized by the flux across PCTEM for pressure driven flow with ethanol, diffusion driven flow using KCl and Allura red for graphene + PCTEM before
and after 45 bar of pressure differential. Also shown is commercial graphene (Graphenea) + PCTEM for comparison. Error bars indicate one standard
deviation. “SEM” denotes the Allura Red flux expected from <50 nm pores enumerated by SEM as shown in (L). “Allura - Ethanol” denotes the differ-
ence of normalized fluxes of Allura Red and Ethanol for the Graphene + PCTEM + 45 bar sample. SEM images showing graphene on PCTEM (D–F)
before and (H–J) after 45 bar of differential pressure. Red arrows indicate tears in the graphene layer and yellow arrows show wrinkles in the
graphene. After differential pressure, tears are primarily seen along wrinkles and the majority of the defects in graphene on PCTEM are converted to
tears as shown in the schematic (G). (K) Ar gas flow rate as a function of difference in pressure across PCTEM and PCTEM + graphene. (L) Analysis of
SEM images shows PCTEM pores with defects <50 nm as a function of total PCTEM pores in the images. The slope of the line gives the fraction of
PCTEM pores covered by graphene that have <50 nm defects which impede pressure driven flow but allow for diffusion driven flow. This fraction
(SEM bar) is in good agreement with the difference between the normalized Allura Red or KCl diffusive flux and ethanol pressure driven flux (green
bar in C).
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vations of etch pits along wrinkles in the etch tests (Fig. 2E
and F). To rule out the presence of additional defects other
than those associated with wrinkles in graphene (Fig. 3E and
F), we subjected another graphene + PCTEM stack to 45 bar
argon gas pressure difference (Fig. 3G). This pressure ruptures
the graphene primarily along wrinkles to form completely
open PCTEM pores (see Fig. 3H and I).32

The flow rate as a function of pressure difference for
PCTEM and PCTEM + graphene during one such pressure
differential experiment shows the graphene-covered PCTEM
with a significantly reduced flow compared to the bare
PCTEM (Fig. 3K). High-resolution SEM imaging of the gra-
phene + PCTEM stack subjected to 45 bar pressure difference
reveals damage to graphene primarily along wrinkles.
The majority of the PCTEM pores underneath wrinkles are
fully open (Fig. 3H–J), but a small fraction of <50 nm
defects are still intact (see Fig. 3I and J). This observation sup-
ports the hypothesis that wrinkles are associated with defects
and are prone to mechanical failure under stress, including
stresses involved in the transfer of graphene from Cu to
PCTEM.

The pressure-driven ethanol flux across graphene + PCTEM
subjected to 45 bar pressure differential is ∼60% (normalized
with that across bare PCTEM), while normalized diffusive
fluxes for KCl and Allura Red are ∼72% and ∼71%, respectively
(Fig. 3C). To explain this ∼11% difference in the ethanol and
the Allura Red normalized fluxes, we counted the fraction of
<50 nm pores on PCTEM associated with wrinkles that were
still intact after the pressure differential (Fig. 3I and J) and
plotted the number of PCTEM pores covered by graphene con-
taining sub-50 nm defects, as a function of the total number
of PCTEM pores over several SEM images that were analyzed
(Fig. 3L). The slope of the linear fit indicates that ∼8 ± 0.37%
of the PCTEM pores have sub-50 nm defects, in good agree-
ment with the difference of ∼11 ± 1.36% between the normal-
ized pressure-driven ethanol flux and diffusion driven Allura
Red flux (see Fig. 3C, graphene + PCTEM + 45 bar).

These measurements indicate that sub-50 nm defects pri-
marily seen along wrinkles are indeed the major sources of
defects in our CVD graphene optimized for membrane and
barrier applications. The probability of additional un-
accounted defects in our optimized graphene appears
minimal, especially given the low density of defects observed in
the electrochemical etch test (∼0.0336 μm−2, which translates to
1 defect in graphene over ∼950 PCTEM pores i.e., 0.0336 =
1/(950 × area of a PCTE pore in μm2) and the close agreement
between KCl and Allura Red transport. Furthermore, although
the defects along wrinkles may be exacerbated by the graphene
transfer process, their presence in the etch test indicates that
the defects are formed during CVD synthesis (or after exposure
to the atmosphere). A potential reason for the occurrence of
defects along wrinkles is the considerable curvature of graphene
in the wrinkles, which are formed during the cooling phase of
CVD synthesis due to the mismatch of thermal expansion
coefficients between graphene and copper.49,50 The relatively
high temperatures when wrinkles may form may lead to

rearrangements or defects in the graphene at locations of high
curvature. Further studies are required to understand and
control these defects.49,50

Probing transport across large-area defect-sealed graphene
membranes

Having identified the origin of defects in graphene for mem-
brane and barrier applications we returned to the membrane
shown in Fig. 3C (graphene + PCTEM). The exact same
PCTEM + graphene stack is subjected to interfacial polymeriz-
ation (IP, see Fig. 4A and B) to selectively seal any large defects
or tears in the graphene by forming polymer (nylon 6,6) plugs.
This is achieved by the reaction of two monomers (one in the
aqueous phase and the other one in the organic phase, see
Fig. 4A) only at defect sites in graphene to form a polymer
plug.6 Fig. 4B shows a side view cross-sectional schematic of
the IP where the nylon plug is expected to seal the entire
PCTEM pore underneath a defect in graphene. Such a defect
sealed graphene + PCTEM + IP membrane shows ∼49×
reduced (or ∼98%) diffusion of ∼1 nm Allura Red compared to
bare PCTEM (Fig. 4C), but allows some transport of KCl.
Similar observations of KCl transport are also seen for the
control bare PCTEM + IP (Fig. 4C), and hence we attribute the
KCl transport to leakage across the nylon 6,6 plugs.

Further, the graphene + PCTEM + IP membranes show
∼65× reduction (or ∼98.5%) in the He flow rate compared to
bare PCTEM (Fig. 4D). To confirm that it is indeed graphene
and not IP that is presenting a barrier to transport, we system-
atically destroyed the graphene + PCTEM + IP membranes with
O2 plasma and measured the pressure-driven He flow rate
(Fig. 4E) as a function of plasma exposure. The normalized
flow rate of He for the graphene + PCTEM + IP increases at a
much higher rate compared to the control PCTEM + IP (only
starts increasing beyond 1000 s of plasma exposure), confirm-
ing that the barrier and membrane properties are indeed from
graphene and that IP is not forming a coating layer over the
entire graphene surface. The Raman spectra of graphene
subjected to 75 s of O2 plasma (see the inset in Fig. 4C)
confirm damage to graphene with only D and G peaks and
the near complete absence of the 2D peak. Further, a clear
increase in the normalized diffusion flux of KCl (∼80%)
and Allura Red (∼65%) through the 75 s O2 plasma treated gra-
phene + PCTEM + IP membranes (Fig. 4C) is also consistent
with Raman spectra and He flow rate measurements, thereby
confirming that the barrier and membrane properties can be
attributed to graphene.

Based on the diffusion measurements presented here, we
note that a complete sealing of all pores in PCTEM underneath
defects would have resulted in a membrane flux of no more
than 50% after destroying all of the graphene (Fig. 4C). While
gas measurements confirm the robustness of nylon plugs to
O2 plasma up to at least 300 s (Fig. 4E), an increase in KCl and
Allura Red fluxes beyond 50% (Fig. 4C) indicates the possibility
that some fractions of the nylon plugs are potentially sealing
defects in graphene by forming local plugs selectively at the
defects (Fig. 4F and G) as opposed to sealing the entire PCTEM
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pore (Fig. 4A and B). The formation of local plugs at defect
sites renders more area of graphene usable and could poten-
tially be used to seal defects in graphene when suspended over
larger areas (current PCTEM pore diameter is ∼200 nm) and
higher porosity supports (PCTEM support used here has ∼10%
porosity).

Conclusions

In conclusion, we have shown how a simple etch test can be
used to assess the quality of graphene on Cu. The etch test can
be used to identify relevant parameters and help navigate the
large parameter space for graphene CVD on Cu to tailor the

Fig. 4 Probing transport across selective defect-sealed graphene membranes. (A) Schematic of the interfacial polymerization (IP) reaction using an
aqueous and organic phase to seal large defects and tears (originating from handling and transfer) in graphene on PCTEM with nylon (6,6) and (B) the
principle behind IP formation as reported previously.6 (C) Flux across graphene + PCTEM normalized by the flux across PCTEM for pressure driven flow
with ethanol, diffusion driven flow using KCl and Allura Red for graphene + PCTEM before and after IP, after 75 O2 plasma post IP and a control PCTEM
+ IP membrane. Error bars indicate one standard deviation. The inset shows Raman spectra for graphene after 75 s of O2 plasma. (D) He transport
(increase in pressure as a function of time) across PCTEM, graphene + PCTEM + IP and control PCTEM + IP. (E) Normalized pressure driven He flow rate
across the graphene + PCTEM membrane after IP and subsequent oxygen plasma etching times. (F and G) Proposed new mechanism of IP formation in
the PCTEM supports. Unlike (A and B) the IP forms plugs that locally seal some defects and do not block the entire 200 nm PCTEM pore.
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properties of atomically thin materials for membrane and
barrier applications. A combination of the pressure-driven
ethanol flow with diffusion-driven KCl and Allura Red flow
measurements and high resolution imaging shows that the
optimized graphene is devoid of sub-nanometer to nanometer
scale defects commonly found in commercial graphene opti-
mized for electronic applications. However, sub-50 nm defects
associated with wrinkles remain the main source of defects in
CVD graphene for membrane and barrier applications. Finally,
using interfacial polymerization to selectively seal these sub-
50 nm defects, we demonstrate centimeter-scale atomically thin
membranes with ∼65× reduction in He flow and membranes
with ∼49× reduced diffusion of ∼1 nm Allura Red compared to
bare PCTEM supports. Our work enables the development of a
fundamental understanding to tailor the quality of 2D materials
and establishes quality metrics for atomically thin gas/liquid
separation membranes and ultra-thin barrier materials.

Experimental
Graphene growth

Graphene growth was performed by CVD.11,12 The Cu foil
(25 μm Alfa Aesar 99.8% purity and 18 μm JX Holding 99.9%
purity HA, HA-2 and electro-deposited foil) was initially
sonicated in 10% HNO3 for 90 s to remove contaminants and
oxides from the Cu surface and subsequently washed with de-
ionized water and dried with nitrogen. The Cu foil was loaded
into a hot walled tube furnace reactor and annealed at 1050 °C
for 60 min in hydrogen at ∼1.14 Torr. Graphene growth was
performed by adding methane to hydrogen at 900–1050 °C for
30 min at ∼1.14 Torr. For a 2 stage growth, at the end of the 1st

growth stage, the flow rate of methane was increased by 2×
and the growth was continued for 30 min. The foil was quench
cooled by opening the furnace at the end of growth. Graphene
on the side of the foil away from the quartz tube was used for
all experiments.

We also compared the synthesized membrane/barrier
quality graphene with state-of-the-art commercially high
quality graphene on Cu from Graphenea Inc.

Catalyst etch tests

1 μL drop of 0.1 M iron chloride (FeCl3) or 0.1 M ammonium
persulfate (APS) was placed on CVD graphene grown on Cu foil
for 5–600 s to form etch pits in Cu by diffusing through
defects in the graphene. Electrochemical etch was performed
with a 10 mm × 3 mm graphene on Cu as one electrode and
4 cm × 1 cm Cu foil as the other electrode (see Fig. 2G) in 0.5 M
CuSO4 solution for 1–3 V and 1–5 s. After, etch the graphene on
Cu was washed by dipping in deionized water. The etch pits
were subsequently imaged by using a scanning electron micro-
scope (SEM) and quantified for etch pit area/density by manu-
ally setting the threshold for each image using ImageJ software.
Etch tests were performed within 12 h of graphene synthesis to
avoid effects of Cu oxidation by oxygen intercalation and sub-
sequent oxidation (see Fig. S3†),12,33 which influences the APS

etch test but not the FeCl3 or electrochemical etch tests. Unless
explicitly stated, all etch tests reported here were performed on
JX Holding 99.9% HA foil with 2 stage growth at 1050 °C.

Graphene transfer and interfacial polymerization

For the polymer-free transfer process, we initially pre-etched
the side of the Cu foil that was in contact with the quartz tube
during CVD for 5 min in 0.5 M ammonium persulfate solution
in water to remove the graphene from it. Polycarbonate track
etch membranes (PCTEM) with 10% porosity, 10 μm thickness
(Sterlitech non-PVP coated, hydrophobic) and 200 nm vertically
aligned cylindrical pores were then pressed against CVD gra-
phene on the Cu (side facing away from the quartz tube) and
the Cu was completely etched with ammonium persulfate
(0.5 M). Finally, the graphene + PCTEM stack was rinsed mul-
tiple times with deionized water followed by isopropanol.5

Interfacial polymerization was performed using adipoyl chloride
in hexane (organic phase) and hexamethylene diamine in water
(aqueous phase) as described elsewhere6 to seal large tears from
handling and transfer with nylon 6,6 plugs. The graphene +
PCTEM stack was heated at 110 °C for 12 hours to remove water
and promote adhesion before interfacial polymerization.

Characterization

A Helios Nanolab Dualbeam 600 was used to obtain the SEM
images of graphene on PCTEM (2 kV, 86 pA, 4 mm working
distance using immersion mode with an Everhart–Thornley
detector) while a Zeiss Supra/Ultra/Ultra Plus was used to
image graphene on Cu (2 kV, 4–6 mm working distance using
an InLens detector) and perform EBSD measurements (20 kV,
70° tilt, 15 mm working distance, 60 µm aperture using an
EBSD detector). Raman spectra were recorded with a Horiba
Raman spectrometer with a 532 nm laser.

Liquid and gas transport measurements

Pressure and diffusion driven flow measurements across
defects in graphene were performed by placing the graphene-
PCTEM stack between two side by side diffusion cells
(Permegear Inc., 5 mm orifice, 7 mL volume) as shown in
Fig. 3B and rinsed 3 times with ethanol.5 A hydrostatic head is
used to induce a pressure driven flow across the membranes
using ethanol (KOPTEC 200 proof ethanol anhydrous) to facili-
tate wetting of pores and prevent air bubble formation. After
ethanol pressure-driven flow measurements the membrane
was rinsed for 5 times with deionized water before diffusion-
driven flow measurements were performed.

For the diffusion driven flow, 0.5 M KCl in de-ionized water
was placed on the feed side and the increase in the conductivity
of permeate side de-ionized water was monitored using a conduc-
tivity probe (eDAQ – Isopod). The slopes of the curves are taken
after a steady flow was established from 600–900 s to compute a
normalized flux for KCl. For Allura Red AC (98%, Sigma-Aldrich)
diffusion was measured using 1 mM concentration in 0.5 M KCl
on the feed side and a UV-Vis spectrometer (Agilent – Cary 60)
measured the increase in the concentration of the Allura Red
molecules diffusing into a 0.5 M KCl solution on the permeate
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side (to rule out electro-kinetic effects). The difference in
the UV-Vis spectra between 710 cm−1 (deionized water refer-
ence) and 510 cm−1 (Allura Red peak) was used to compute
concentrations. The ratio of the flux across graphene + PCTEM
to that of bare PCTEM was used to compute the normalized

flux, i.e.
flow across graphene þ PCTEM

flow rate across PCTEM

� �
. All measure-

ments were repeated in triplicate and both sides of the cell
were vigorously stirred to minimize concentration polarization.

Gas transport measurements were performed using a custo-
mized setup as described elsewhere.7 Here the increase in the
pressure of an evacuated chamber was monitored by pressuri-
zing the graphene side of the graphene + PCTEM with He.

Pressure difference to rupture defects on wrinkles in graphene

Pressure difference measurements were performed as reported
elsewhere.32 Briefly, the copper masking tape (TED PELLA
16072-1) was used to cover regions of the PCTEM other than a
circular graphene-covered region subjected to measurements.
The copper mask + graphene + PCTEM was then placed on a
porous metal support.32 Argon was used as the pressurizing
gas to create a pressure difference of 45 bar through a pressure
regulating valve downstream (set to ∼5 bar). Pressure gauges
upstream (∼50 bar) and downstream were used to monitor
pressure, while a flow meter upstream measured the gas flow.
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